
Lisa Porter is Professor of Materials Science & Engineering at Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. She joined the faculty 
as Assistant Professor in 1997 and was later promoted to Associate Professor (2001) and Professor (2006).  She received her B.S. and Ph.D. 
degrees in materials science & engineering from Cornell University and N.C. State University, respectively. Her research portfolio, which 
initially focused on metal contacts and oxide-SiC interfaces for high-temperature and high-power device applications, broadened to include 
fabrication, processing, and characterization of a wide range of electronic materials, with recent focus on gallium oxide as a wide bandgap 
semiconductor. She began working on Ga2O3 three years ago, when there were only a handful of groups in the U.S. working on Ga2O3. In 
2011 she co-founded SenSevere LLC, a Carnegie Mellon spin-off that is commercializing semiconductor-based chemical sensors for severe 
environments. Dr. Porter also holds leadership positions in several professional organizations.  She is currently President-Elect of AVS, after 
having served as General Program Chair for AVS-63 and AVS Director (2015-16).  Outside of AVS she completed two terms on the User 
Executive Committee for the Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory (EMSL) at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) 
while also serving as Faculty Chair of the College of Engineering at Carnegie Mellon. Since 1999 she has been a Committee Member or 
Invited Co-Organizer of the Electronic Materials Conference and is an ABET Program Evaluator for materials engineering programs. Some 
of her awards include an NSF Career Award, a Swedish Research Foundation Visiting Professor award, and the Philbrook Prize in 
Engineering.

The worldwide increase in the demand for energy places an urgent need for highly efficient electronics for energy 
conversion and transport.  In particular, power electronics are required for electrical switching within the 
electrical grid and for green modes of transportation, such as in switched-mode power supplies for hybrid electric 
vehicles. Although silicon devices have been traditionally used for power electronics, wide bandgap 
semiconductors are much more efficient and thus useful for future energy applications, because they can 
withstand higher electric fields with less material and reduced energy loss. As an example, Toyota recently began 
trials of a new hybrid system using power electronics based on the wide bandgap semiconductor SiC and claims 
that power electronic devices based on SiC could increase fuel efficiency of hybrid vehicles by 10%.  The main 
disadvantage of SiC and GaN (another wide bandgap candidate), however, is that their materials (single-crystal 
substrates) are very expensive.  A very promising alternative to SiC and GaN is gallium oxide, Ga2O3, which has 
an even larger bandgap than that of SiC or  GaN;  moreover,  β-Ga2O3  bulk  single  crystals  can  be  grown  using 
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inexpensive melt-growth methods, and have very recently become commercially available in 2-in diameter wafers.  The prospect of a ‘new’ 
wide bandgap semiconductor having both superior properties for many electronic and optoelectronic devices as well as 
commercially-available substrates is a novelty not seen in the wide bandgap semiconductor field for at least two decades; this situation has 
opened up new possibilities for disruptive devices and technologies and could therefore translate to even greater energy efficiencies at 
lower cost than predicted using traditional wide bandgap semiconductors. In this presentation I will give an overview of the properties and 
R&D status of Ga2O3 for electronic devices.  Along the way I will include examples from our research that apply to device processing: e.g., 
ohmic and Schottky contacts to Ga2O3, surface cleaning and etching, and growth of epitaxial layers of different phases of Ga2O3.
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